PRODUCT BRIEF

Overview
Unison provides SSO, user provisioning, self
service, reporting and an LDAP virtual directory
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Company Description

Tremolo Security is an open source identity
management company founded with the experience
of over two decades of implementation and operations
experience in identity management and security.
Our experience across platforms and industries has
been built into our products spanning web access
management, user provisioning, identity self-service,
LDAP virtual directory and implementation. Tremolo
Security’s products are built on cloud native principals
to create a lightweight identity management solution
that can run on bare-metal, a virtual machine or inside
of a container.

Product Profile:

Tremolo Security’s open source identity management
system provides a Red Hat certified solution for managing
access to your Red Hat Linux® servers, OpenShift,
OpenStack, and your applications augmenting KeyCloak
and FreeIPA. Add compliance, SSO, privileged access
management, authorizations and directory virtualization
to your infrastructure as needed.

Executive Summary
The common thread across all of your Red Hat®
solutions is identity. Your users, developers and
operators need access to Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®,
Red Hat® OpenShift, Red Hat® OpenStack® Platform
and the systems running on top of those platforms.
Unison and OpenUnison enables user self service
access directly into these solutions and the central
location to disable access as needed. This increases
both your security and productivity.

Statement from Partner
“When customers evaluate a solution, especially from
a security standpoint, often the first question asked
is if it is certified on their platform and that platform
is usually Red Hat. Having our products in Red Hat’s
container catalog answers that question.”
- Marc Boorshtein, CTO

Statement from Red Hat Connect
“Customers are looking to migrate their applications
to the cloud leveraging containers as the deployment
model,” said Mike Werner, senior director, Global
Technology Partners, Red Hat. “Red Hat container
certification assures a supportable and performant
platform for all types of customer deployment models.
Red Hat is thrilled to work with software partners
like Tremolo Security, resulting in the world’s largest
commercial ecosystem for containers.”

Product Benefits
Unison’s benefits are the combination of built-in experience and its
lightweight architecture that lets you start tactically to solve a single
problem then grow the solution to be a strategic addition to your
infrastructure.
• Individual components combine to build the solution your business needs
instead of a monolithic system that assumes how your business runs
• Can be deployed as a stand-alone system or inside of OpenShift
• Configurable via a UI or directly editing two configuration files

Use Cases
Unison and OpenUnison provides the functionality needed to build an identity service for your Red Hat stack
and hosted applications:
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux – Integration with Red Hat Identity Management web services for authorization
provisioning
• OpenShift – Add multiple authentication and multifactor options and dynamic provisioning directly into project
and cluster roles
• OpenStack – Provide multi-directory support in one domain simplifying management and direct integration into
Keystone roles
• Integrate applications through SAML2, OpenID Connect, LDAP and reverse proxy

OpenShift Support
Website
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Github
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